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SYMPOSIUM PROGRAMME
Build a United Front Against Crime
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR: Ms YE Bacus: Head of Department
KZN Department of Community Safety and Liaison
08:00 - 09:00
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09:00 - 12:00
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09:00
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09:10
09:20
09:45

Commencement – Programme Director - Ms YE Bacus
Prayer – Pastor Dube
Word of Welcome by Deputy Mayor of Ethekwini, Cllr Logie Naidoo
Opening Address and Introduction of the Premier by KZN MEC for Transport,
Community Safety and Liaison, Mr TW Mchunu
KEYNOTE ADDRESS BY PREMIER OF KZN – DR ZL MKHIZE

10:30 - 12:00

PRESENTATIONS:

10:30
10:50

Overview of Crime in KZN – SAPS: Provincial Commissioner BM Ngobeni
Crime Prevention in Perspective: Barbara Holtmann – Council for Scientific
and Industrial Research (CSIR)
Presentation on Street Committees by Vukukhanye Project
Presentation on the Volunteer Social Crime Prevention (VSCPP) Call Centre
– Gracan

11:20
11:40
12:00 - 13:30
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13:30 - 14:15

LUNCH

14:15

Reports from Breakaways
(15 min. per presentation and 5 min. for comments and questions)
Announcement of Symposium Resolutions by KZN MEC for Transport,
Community Safety and Liaison, Mr TW Mchunu
Vote of Thanks – Ms FTC Hlela - Manager: Corporate Services (DCSL)
National Anthem

15:15
15:45
15:50
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS BY PREMIER OF
KWAZULU-NATAL, DR Z.L. MKHIZE
I wish to commend my colleague, the MEC for Community Safety and Liaison for
convening this very important forum. Converging here are people who have a
very critical role to play in the fight against crime.

Dr Z. L. Mkhize
Premier of
KwaZulu-Natal

This symposium has been convened to discuss your views about how we can
prevent crime. It is one of the most important discussions to discuss what
President Zuma has described as a priority of government ie. fighting crime.

The difference about this symposium from many other forums is that we will
move away from the usual gripe sessions of moans and complaints, often
blaming the police but to refine a multi prong strategy to fight crime – a strategy
wherein we all contribute as partners with the law enforcement agencies.
Why we fought to dismantle apartheid was because we wanted to live in a free and democratic state. It is
clear to all now that unless something drastic is done, crime has become the major threat to our democracy
and freedom. There is an increasing number of South Africans who feel unsafe even in familiar environment.
It is often the sheer brutality and violent nature of the crime that makes the declining statistics unnoticeable.
We are here today to declare that we love our freedom so much that we are not prepared to allow crime to
stand between us and our spirit of freedom. We are here to declare that our quest for freedom cannot be
complete if our country is plagued by crime which has become so endemic especially the commonest major
crimes such as murder, robbery, rape; as examples.
The symposium is entitled BUILDING A UNITED FRONT AGAINST CRIME. This is because we have learnt
from past experience that if we are united, we can stand against any challenge and succeed. We have
also acknowledged that government alone has no chance of dealing a permanent blow on crime unless
government departments work together and also ensure that government works hand in hand with civil
society: labour, business and other different community formations.
This is particularly so because the role of the police is only a part of a broader multi-faceted strategy for
fighting crime. This strategy is comprehensive and integrates all the stakeholders to implement various
activities that add collectively to create the desired outcomes of eradicating crime in our communities.
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This strategy acknowledges the role of each individual person, each organization or grouping, each
community, each leader and each government department in ensuring that an environment is created for
the fight against crime to be effective. I recently addressed the Ethekwini Safer City Forum and stated that
it is often unfair to blame the police for the escalation of crime when they often get called and become
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involved long after the crime had been committed and therefore their role becomes reactive. Focusing on
blaming the police tends to conceal the major role that each and everyone of us should be playing in crime
prevention. We are here to build that united front against crime – a campaign that no one can have a reason
not to be a part of. This is a campaign in which there should be no spectators, observers or by-standers
–it is literary a battle for survival.
We have to acknowledge that poverty has a strong contribution in the causation of crime. Most crime occurs
in underdeveloped and poor areas where unemployment is high, economically depressed surrounding and
poorly serviced neighbourhood without any recreational and other social facilities. It is the high level of
hopelessness in such localities that result in high levels of frustration. Desperation results in reckless,
risky, criminal and anti-social conduct and loss of respect for life and property.
Often this is associated with widespread substance abuse such as drugs and alcohol. These two are always
implicated in the committed crime.
The culture of impunity and perception of relatively easy life in prison needs to be given attention for a
strong message to be sent to all that crime indeed does not pay. The maldistribution of resources has
meant that many of the poor communities in rural and peri-urban settlements have limited access to the
apparatus of dispensing justice.
Our eagerness as a nation to emphasise the culture of human rights and higher levels of tolerance in the
process of creating a caring society has been abused to give advantage to those who break the law yet
return to seek protection from the same system of justice based on the constitution of the land. Many have
been released on bail and returned to destroy evidence by harming or intimidating witnesses. This has also
been associated with the erroneous view that ordinary members of society have no role to play in bringing
crime under control. Often the notion of freedom has been misinterpreted to mean that other members of
society have no role whatsoever in regulating the conduct of individuals in the community. Maybe in our
enthusiastic embrace of freedom we emphasised a notion that ‘Everyone is free to enjoy their rights in a
free country’. We now need to invoke the essential issue of rights and responsibilities of people who live in
a free and democratic dispensation. This means that a firmer hand on crime is not at all an undemocratic
practice and is compatible with practices of a free people. We need to give strong support to the police and
encourage them to act firmly and decisively to protect lives, property and the dignity of our nation.
Another face of crime that has become entrenched in society, is organized crime perpetrated by syndicates.
This form manifests itself in the form of drug trafficking, human trafficking associated with pimping and
prostitution, armed robbery and bank heists and theft of vehicles and highly prized jewellery, fraud and
corruption in public and private sectors. It is disappointing to note that the masterminds behind these are
often respectable individuals who have a outwardly decent public profile as responsible citizens living in
rich suburbs. This image is maintained until dossiers of the prosecutorial team reveal the ghastly details of
bribery, extortion, dealing in stolen property, drug cartels and various forms of shady deals and connections
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with the underworld. These individuals do not know poverty but are the drivers of the criminal economy that
has sucked all the petty criminals from poverty stricken shacks and townships. They provide the market for
all the stolen cars and blood stained cell phones, ear ring and golden bracelets for which people have lost
their lives. Many often elude prosecution and conviction through their capacity to launder the affections of
senior police, officers of the court, respectable leaders of influence and an efficient but brutal machinery
to silence the witnesses ahead of the court appearance in which highly paid lawyers await to capitalize on
legal technicalities to secure their release.
In a meeting with President Zuma, one station commissioner indicated the frustration of police faced with
such dilemma and stated that there are several such known criminals whose conviction will be a barometer
of our seriousness in fighting crime. Complicating the situation is the publicity generated about these ‘kings’
or ‘queens’ of bling, creating the ‘heroic’ status that poisons innocent minds of our youth who admire them
in search for role models in society. Therein starts a vicious cycle.
While the role of the police is critical in the fight against crime it is also limited as there are many other
government departments and levels of government that have an equal responsibility in creating an
environment that would result in the reduction or eradication of crime, hence the need to work together.
Actually there is no department that has no role in this matter.
Everything must start with the individual person. The teachings from the family must emphasise human
values of respect and caring for a fellow human being. Normal socialization is about creating a human being
capable of showing and sharing affection, warmth and friendship. It is such individuals that will create a
caring and humane society that we desire.
There is a strong role for religious practices which aim at creating better beings and emphasise on the
spiritual dimension that defines human as distinct and elevated from the rest of the Animal Kingdom.
The role of tradition and different cultures is the creation of a common set of practices that define a
people and serves as the basis of common identity. The desire to belong to the defined society is the
source of strength for any society to leverage for the desired form of behaviour or conduct of individuals
that belong to that particular association of persons. This bond of belonging to a community means that
community disapproval is one most effective form of censure that our communities need to use to create
an environment where crime can be fought. We appeal for the support of religious and traditional as well
as elected and non-elected leadership to unite and rally together and raise a strong voice of disapproval
whenever crimes are committed.
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We call on communities to stand up and unite in a public display of disapproval as this will encourage
ordinary members of society to join the campaign of zero tolerance to crime in our communities. Let each
victim or survivor of crime find support and comfort in our community and each perpetrator must find
rejection and the pain of their disgraceful conduct. Families and communities must expose criminals and
cooperate with police in supplying information that assists the police investigation. Gangs who terrorise
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communities must be exposed.
Communities must embark on campaign never to buy stolen goods but to give the information for the police
to effect arrests of perpetrators. Neighbours and relatives must not collude in domestic violence, sexual
abuse, child abuse and other crimes committed in-doors for fear of disgracing families. An abuser never
gets appeased by displaying a sense of decency, instead of discontinuing; they get emboldened by their
practice that goes unpunished. Sooner or later they turn on those who witnessed crime and never took
decisive action.
Traditional and other community leaders have a responsibility to prevail and maintain law and order in
communities and are a natural barrier against crime, a role that must be emphasised. For many individuals
and families these structures are the first line of protection and a source for the dispensing justice. This
role must never be eroded. We must work together to eliminate conflict, create social harmony and promote
tolerance (political, religious, cultural, etc). Our communities must provide support for vulnerable groups
and create a safe haven for those in need of protection. Churches, religious bodies and other community
organizations must emphasise moral values in support of family teachings and thereby create a network
that promotes an environment where human rights are respected.
Traditional leaders have to take a very strong stand to uproot some crimes that are committed in the
distorted interpretations of culture and tradition; such as ukuthwala (kidnap of girls to be married off).
Similarly traditional healers have to stand up to stamp out ukucwiya (mutilation, harvesting and sale of
human tissue in the pretext of use in medicinal preparations) – procuring human tissue will certainly land
perpetrators in jail. It is those who understand the tradition that need to stand up and defend their tradition
from criminals. A strong action and vigilance from traditional leaders may often assist to reduce such
actions and other misconduct that have in the past resulted in faction fights.
Rural communities already under a huge yoke of poverty often have to bear the brunt of stock theft which
wipes away any possible reserves they have as the livestock is part of the economy of rural people. The
seriousness of this matter has prompted the government to classify this as a priority crime.
To fight this crime there is need for cooperation between the community and police as well as compliance
with the provisions of the Agriculture departments such as branding. Similarly the cooperation of pound
masters will be important especially because there is always huge suspicions and allegations of collusion
of crooked police and pound masters in this regard.
The isolation of farmsteads has resulted in many farmers being vulnerable and many being murdered by
criminals; some of whom have connection with the farms or associated with souring of employer-employee
relations. We need to create the atmosphere of ‘thy brother’s keeper’ where neighbours and passersby will alert and report to a farmer of suspicious trespassers. Strong use of means of communication
amongst the farming community should be part of prevention strategy. Improving of labour relations and
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ensuring good relations between farm owners and farm dwellers will go a long way to create a protective
environment in the farms. We must note that farmers are targeted not because they are white but because
they are vulnerable—their attack must elicit the same condemnation across all communities because one
more murder is one too many. Crime must be attacked wherever it raises its ghastly face irrespective of the
target. The paucity of resources and infrastructure for rural communities means community cooperation
provides additional methods in prevention of criminal acts.
The restoration of the human values for which African people have been known for would have also assisted
in the prevention of what has been largely defined as ‘xenophobic’ attacks. Similarly communities must
work with the police to uproot the massive proliferation of drugs in schools and villages. Often the drug
lords are known but feared. The liquor outlets have to be forced to function within the conditions of their
licenses. Communities need to be informed that they have a right to object against the inconsiderate
distribution of alcohol in the proximity of schools and places of worship.
Business community must join the fight against crime. Business often is the first target of criminals and
working together will assist in their long term protection. Their access to resources may prove to be a huge
source of empowerment to many groupings that need to be empowered for them to make an impact in the
fight.
I wish to pause here to commend the work done by the business community in Durban in an initiative led by
Mr. Terry Rosenberg. These business leaders responded to the call by the President of the African National
Congress before he became the state President. President Zuma had called for the formation of street
Committees in the fight against crime. These business people contributed finances and teamed up with
the leaders and community of Chesterville to launch Street Committees, create learning clubs, scholarship
to fund students’ education and build recreational facilities and sporting groups. This is a mark of South
Africans who stand up and act instead of asking questions and raising objections. We thank them for the
initiative.
Local government has to understand that all the resources in their possession are meant to make a difference
for the communities they serve. The intervention by the municipal authorities may have a tremendous
impact in the fight against crime through their programs such as youth development, provision of sporting
and recreational facilities. The local economic development and the creation of integrated development
plans must have the priority objective of improving local economy, creation of jobs and ensuring satisfaction
of rate paying community.
National, provincial and local governments have to work together for maximal impact in the creation of a
better life and sustainable communities.
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Partnerships between the state and civil society must go much further than there is at present. The spirit of
civic responsibility and pride which leads to citizen to respect and obey the law and value human lives must
be built in South Africa Without this, reducing crime levels will remain a huge challenge.
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The programmes to create peace, reconciliation and the end of conflict in KwaZulu-Natal have created an
atmosphere in which to restore normality in the lives of the citizens of the province. Our province was once
ravaged by violence and remains highly traumatised; and will remain so for several generations. Most of the
crime we observe in society is a manifestation of the deep-seated scars of our troubled past. We need a
conscious programme to heal the wounds and rebuild community fibre. We need lots of love, compassion
and caring to build our nation.
Communities have a strong role in the rehabilitation of offenders. Unless criminals are accepted back,
supported and integrated in society, they may never make amends and may soon return to crime as
habitual offenders. Often the stigma of imprisonment is difficult to wipe from community memories, thus a
structured program of rehabilitation needs to be encouraged.
Perceptions of corruption, inadequate service delivery, poor communication and social distance between the
electorate and elected leaders has created a huge anger in communities and created an explosion of violent
protests that have been exploited by criminal elements, in the recent past. Such a dissatisfied community
is never able to contain crime. This emphasises the need for a credible and accountable leadership that is
able to inspire communities to act in unity to improve their own lives and fight social ills of which criminality
is one.
The various Departments have to attend to such issues as the welfare challenges of vulnerable children
such as abused and orphaned, youth in distress, homeless children, those from unstable families and
those in conflict with the law in order to create safety nets to save them from joining the pool from which
hardened criminals recruit.
Economic growth, promotion of entrepreneurial development and a programme of intensive skills development
will in the long term become the most certain solution to fight crime. Apart from creating sustainable
livelihood for families, it will also improve the resources available for the state to improve the lives of our
people by creating better infrastructure such as decent housing and elimination of unsafe informal dwelling.
The upgrade of the environment in which people live also improves their self esteem and their attitude to
their own lives and that of others making them the first line troops in the fight against crime –as their lives
improve so does their desire to continue advancing themselves.
All the above will create a good environment for the strengthening of our criminal justice system. The
next few months will see the government working with the communities to establish street committees,
community safety forums and community policing forums. A large number of community volunteers has
already been recruited and will be increased to maximize the effectiveness of police (an innovation proved
very successful in the Manchester Police from which the strategy was developed). These structures will
work well in an environment where every member of our community has accepted that each one of us have
a strong role to play I fighting crime.
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The collective effort of all our people is what will BUILD A UNITED FRONT AGAINST CRIME.
Once all Departments in the Criminal Justice System are well coordinated to ensure that each offender
tracked along the whole criminal justice system, to avoid inadvertent release of dangerous and undeserving
criminals, the fight against crime will be strengthened.
Let us all go out and mobilize for all our people to be involved.
Let us build stronger family units.
Let us ensure a participatory civil society.
Let us empower citizens to act more responsibly.
Let us ensure a more accountable and accessible government that delivers the services and promote
good governance and fights corruption.
Let us create a caring society.
Let us build our economy and ensure skills are developed and eradicate poverty.
The fight against crime is more than what police alone can do, it’s about society. It is about you and
me.

Thank you
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OPENING ADDRESS BY KZN MEC FOR
TRANSPORT, COMMUNITY SAFETY AND
LIAISON, MR TW MCHUNU
MEC Mchunu welcomed delegates announcing that the excellent turnout reflected
the incredible will to make the KZN Province safer and more prosperous. He said
that the day was set aside for delegates to share ideas, engage each other and
emerge with winning solutions that will make the Province safer for all.
The MEC reiterated the mandate of the Department of Community Safety and
Liaison (DCSL). While law enforcement is the preserve of the Police, the DCSL
we has a civilian oversight mandate entrenched in the Constitution and defined
in national legislation to, among other things:

Mr T. W. Mchunu
MEC for Transport,
Community Safety and
Liaison

Monitor police conduct;
Oversee the effectiveness and efficiency of the police service including receiving reports on the police service;
Promote good relations between the police and the community;
Assess the effectiveness of visible policing.

In line with this mandate, the mission of the Department is to be the lead agency in driving the integration
of community safety initiatives, towards a crime free KwaZulu-Natal. This can only be done if we combine
our energy and resources to build a united front against crime.
This Symposium is intended to harness our collective wisdom and signal the call to march as one against
crime. Among the most important things to be deliberated upon will be in regard to the roles that each
stakeholder will play in making Street Committees and the programmes they implement a reality so that
communities become safe zones for all.
Provincial Government is embarking on a concerted drive to streamline and integrate programmes which
will lead to targeted and sustained interventions in problem areas. In practice, this will involve identifying
problem areas and facilitating relevant interventions involving all stakeholders. The Provincial Government
will implement programmes and remain in the area for as long as necessary to monitor resolutions and
ensure that solutions are implemented.
The MEC reminded delegates that the Symposium is above all, a dialogue. Each person in the Symposium
was carefully selected because of the expertise they possess. The Breakaways have been structured to
deal with clusters of related issues and some very thought-provoking questions will be discussed, and
resolutions decided upon. There will be a review of the progress of the Programme at the end of the year,
in November 2010. The MEC thereafter introduced Premier ZL Mkhize.
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MESSAGE BY HEAD OF DEPARTMENT OF
COMMUNITY SAFETY AND LIAISON,
MS YE BACUS

Ms Y. Bacus
HOD for Department
of Community Safety
and Liaison

We called on the Province to come and deliberate with us about how we can
face this exciting year ahead arm-in-arm, with a common vision of a safer KZN,
and what an amazing dialogue it was. Our Province’s leaders responded in their
numbers and gave of their wisdom and knowledge. After an inspiring Plenary,
delegates went into Breakaways, tackled the thought-provoking questions with
zeal and emerged with an array of ideas and commitments that formed the
Symposium Resolutions tabled in this report.

As the Department of Community Safety and Liaison, we stand ready to play
our part in this exciting Programme. We have over the years, honed our operations and I am confident that
the basket of services that we will roll out to Districts in alliance with our Provincial partners, will leave a
tangible impact on the lives of our people. We invite you to once again join us in this amazing call, to build
a united front against crime.
We are embarking on this programme because we want safety in our Province to be sustainable. Sustainable
safety is about making everyone in our society useful in one way or another, starting from the perspective
that everyone has a talent rather than a problem. It is about keeping our children captivated in meaningful
ways. So many children in the communities we work in have no activities and no options. Importantly, we
must be creative in the way we deal with our young people, especially our young men. We need to give them
a purpose. As has been aptly said, having no function, being needed by no-one, is a terrible fate.
Sustainable safety is about intervening for victims of crime because untreated trauma perpetuates the
cycle of crime and violence in which we find ourselves. If we want safe communities, we must intervene
especially when young men are victimised because it is they who often retaliate against society by harming
the weak and vulnerable in our society: the women and children. We count on you to strengthen our hand
as we embark on this journey of creating a safer KZN.
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INTRODUCTION: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE
‘BUILD A UNITED FRONT AGAINST CRIME’ PROGRAMME
As part of the KZN Provincial Government’s programme to deal with crime, renewed emphasis is being
placed on the relevance of a united, multi-pronged approach in responding to crime. Such an approach
combines aspects of crime prevention, crime combating, the improvement of socio-economic conditions
and strengthening of human solidarity among citizens. This approach has led to the initiation of a new
provincial programme called ‘Build a United Front Against Crime’.
In order to create a platform to draw on the Province’s collective wisdom and to debate and conceptualise
what needs to be done to mobilise all sectors of society in a concerted campaign to reduce crime, a
Provincial Symposium themed ‘Build a United Front Against Crime’ was held on 21 January 2010 at the
Elangeni Hotel, Durban. The gathering was addressed by, among others, the Premier of KZN, Dr ZL Mkhize
and the KZN MEC for Transport, Community Safety and Liaison, Mr TW Mchunu. The Symposium was
attended by approximately 300 delegates.
A common theme running through all the presentations was a call to considered, unified and unswerving
action, equally by government, civil society associations and communities in general. The programme is
essentially is a continuation of the paradigm introduced by the 1996 National Crime Prevention Strategy
(NCPS) which remains valid and must be reinforced by new experience and knowledge. What is important
in this approach is to develop a problem-solving framework which:
looks for multi-agency solutions to identified problems;
uses a range of methods of crime and violence prevention.

Key drivers of crime in society today
Crime is intertwined in a complex relationship with the presence of other social problems. It is well known,
for example, that the areas with the greatest number of inter-personal crimes are also areas which are
socially and economically depressed. In terms of their socio-economic profile, these areas tend to have few
recreational facilities, high unemployment and families struggle to create healthy bonds. There is usually
a high prevalence of alcohol outlets and the levels of substance abuse are very high. As a consequence,
youth are inevitably drawn into criminal activities and anti-social behaviour.
Recently released crime statistics showed increases in house robberies, sexual offences, business
robberies and car and truck hijackings.
13
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In KZN, the areas presenting the greatest crime challenges are presented below:
STATION
Kwa Mashu
Umlazi
Inanda
Empangeni
Kwa-Makhutha
Phoenix
Kwa-Msane
Esikhawini
Chatsworth
Verulam
Durban Central
KwaDabeka
Plessisslaer
Pinetown
Isipingo
Newlands East
Mountain Rise
Pietermaritzburg
Point
Wentworth
Bergville, Ladysmith, Loskop, Ezakheni,
Impendle/Loteni,Ntsikeni, Paulpietersburg,
Nongoma, Hlobane, Nquthu

CRIME PROBLEMS
Murder, Rape, Robbery, other violent crimes
Murder, Rape, Robbery, other violent crimes
(Attempted Murder, Assault), Drug Related Crime
Murder, Rape, other violent crimes
Murder, Rape, other violent crimes
Murder, other violent crimes
Murder, Drug Related Crime, Robbery
Murder
Murder, other violent crimes
Murder, Drug Related Crime
Murder
Murder, Robbery,
Assault GBH
Murder, Rape, Assault GBH, Drug Related Crime
Car Hijacking, Robbery, House robbery
Car Hijacking
Car Hijacking
Drug Related Crime
Drug Related Crime
Drug Related Crime
Drug Related Crime
Stock Theft

No doubt, other areas have their unique and urgent problems too. Given the above scenario, partnerships
between the state and civil society must go much further than it is at present. The spirit of civic responsibility
and pride which leads citizens to respect and obey the law and value human life must be built in South
Africa. Without this, it will be impossible to reduce crime levels.

14

What follow below are both the initial conceptual underpinnings that gave the Programme its focus and
approach at the outset, as well as the inputs garnered at the Provincial Symposium which have been
incorporated into various sections of this report in order to enhance the conceptual framework, the envisaged
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plan of action and the suggested responsibility matrix.
Elements of a United Front Against Crime
The family as a basic unit in society
Responsible citizenship: empowered, aware and caring communities
Civic mindedness and building of community cohesion
Crime reporting and information sharing
Interactive, responsive and caring Government
Committed and creative civil society formations
Ethical, involved and generous business community
Effective community-based crime prevention programmes which protect young people from the
dangers that may prevail in their moral and social environment
Restoring of healthy community life and improvement of the physical and moral environment.
Who will form part of the united front, and what will their responsibilities be?
Individuals and families supporting and guiding each other to become upstanding citizens:
rejecting stolen goods
investing in young people
preventing teenage pregnancies
men excelling as fathers and role-models
women and children protected and safe
addressing alcohol and drug abuse
promoting respect for life and property
volunteering information to help police track wanted and missing persons
A well functioning criminal justice system (CJS)
improved cooperation between CJS and other role-players
improved conviction rates
provision of better resources and building capacity across the CJS
greater CJS accountability
CJS eradicating absenteeism, laziness and tardiness
corruption within the system rooted out
better investigations, prosecutions and rehabilitation of offenders
address case backlogs
improving services to victims
Cohesive and caring communities
create a caring and humane society underpinned by human rights
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encourage social harmony and closer communal life
mutual support and encouragement for people to participate in the life and decision-making of
the community
better coordination of partnerships between communities and the police
mediation of community conflicts
support for street committees
leave no hiding places for criminals
providing support for vulnerable persons, especially children, youth, elderly and the disabled
improving tolerance of difference and preventing xenophobia
Schools
effective places of teaching and learning
safe environments for learners and educators
respect for rights
supported by communities to achieve success
a valuable role for parents
Youth
finding solutions and creating opportunities
supported by families and communities with programmes to develop and achieve their
potential
seeking and acquiring skills
improved attendance at school and tertiary institutions
Faith-based Organisations
promoting morality, ethical behaviour and respect for human rights
engaged in community building and development
Business
promoting ethical behaviour
socially responsible
alignment of the work of the private security industry with the South African Police Service
(SAPS)
supporting crime prevention initiatives
creating a foundation to fund-raise
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Civil society organisations
playing a developmental and supportive role to families and communities
playing a role in promoting values of positive living
identifying wrongdoers
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Government
interactive, responsive, caring and serving with excellence
Municipalities providing adequate services to communities.
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REPORT ON SYMPOSIUM PROCEEDINGS
PLENARY SESSION
Overview of Crime in KZN – SAPS Provincial Commissioner BM Ngobeni
In terms of its crime profile, the main security challenges facing the province of KZN are:
Intergroup conflicts: These conflicts, some of which are currently underway, place a considerable
burden on the already stretched resources of the police. These disputes occur as a result of:
Land / boundary disputes
Taxi disputes
Leadership struggles
Revenge
Stock theft related matters.
Taxi-related disputes: These disputes also consume resources that could otherwise be channeled
to other crime problems and occur throughout the province. Among the root causes are:
Disputed collection of money
Internal conflict within the Taxi associations
Power struggles for control over routes and ranks
Competition for passengers
Moratorium on the enforcement of route permits (operator permits)
Intimidation and murder of witnesses affect the investigations and prosecutions.
Political intolerance: This is most evident in areas such as Estcourt, Greytown, Glebelands, Nongoma
and Mandeni. Some contributing factors are that floor crossers are regarded as enemies. Councillors
attempt to rid their wards of opposition, when inroads are made by opposing parties into strongholds.
Intra-party tensions also occur.
Stock theft: Stock Theft evokes strong emotions in this province because livestock represents
wealth and stock losses often lead to owners’ financial ruin, to intergroup conflict and to revenge
attacks. Some stock losses are due to lack of stock management (counting and reporting of losses
timeously), theft of fencing and ineffective branding of stock. The problem is exacerbated by the
fact that local municipalities are not complying with their obligations to establish pounds for the
safekeeping of recovered stock. Victim support is also lacking. While legislation compels branding
and tattooing as means of identification of stock, compliance levels are low.
18

Transnational Crimes: The province unfortunately has porous borders that are penetrated by
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criminals. Crimes occurring across international borders include Stock Theft, Vehicle Theft, Drug
smuggling and the Illegal import and export of goods, including counterfeit goods.
Labour issues: These result from dissatisfaction with working conditions and wages and are generally
most prevalent during wage negotiation periods (April – August).
Local government and land issues: Service delivery tensions occur in certain communities within
diverting policing resources public stability operations. Contentious issues include:
Slow pace of finalisation of land claims
Eviction of farm tenants
Lack of grazing land for emerging farmers
Rural safety: Rural safety related issues are becoming more prevalent. Criminals are increasingly
viewing rural communities as lucrative and soft targets for exploitation. Incidents include robberies
of farmers and their employees are sporadic and opportunistic in nature. House robbery is now also
occurring in rural communities.
Tourist safety: The upcoming 2010 FIFA Soccer World Cup has heightened the focus on tourist safety.
Tourists are perceived to have a lot of money and expensive belongings and are targeted for their
cameras, jewellery, credit cards, cellular phones, passports, and clothing. A decline in incidents has
been noted. An integrated effort is required from all stakeholders to ensure the safety and security
of the tourism environment.
Assaults: Assaults account for the majority of contact crimes in the province and generally lead to
more serious crimes due to retaliatory actions. Liquor and drugs are a major contributing factor.
Shebeens and taverns are hot spots for assaults. They usually involve known persons and arise from
intolerance between people.
Trio Crimes, viz. Business Robberies, House Robberies and Vehicle Hijackings: These crimes have
been prioritised for specific attention by Government. An integrated approach by all stakeholders is
necessary to deal with them. House robberies are on the increase in informal settlements due to
inadequate physical security measures. A readily available market is fueling the increase. Firearms
are readily available. Conviction of persons, found in possession of stolen goods is unacceptably
low.
Property crime: These include Housebreaking and Vehicle Thefts.
Proliferation of Firearms: Firearms were used in 37% of reported Murder cases, 88.5% in Carjacking
cases and 78% in Truck Hijacking cases.
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Commercial Crimes: Investigation of commercial crimes is very complex. The cyber environment lends
itself to exploitation by criminals. Instances of these crimes include card cloning during electronic
payments, ATM related incidents, the tendering of fraudulent documents (such as matric certificates,
birth and marriage certificates) and corruption in Government departments.
Organised Crime: These involve Narcotics, Vehicle Thefts and Hijackings, Wildlife/Endangered
Species Theft, Non Ferrous metal Theft, Business Robberies, ATM Bombings, Stock Theft, human
trafficking (Prostitution) and Corruption.
Some important points to bear in mind when reflecting on these crime challenges are the following:
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Contact Crimes are mainly socially motivated and are usually committed
between persons known to each other thereby making it difficult to prevent
Availability of narcotics and alcohol
The high contributing stations are characterized by environmental factors such as, unemployment,
poverty, informal settlements and overcrowded hostels.
Crime occurs at schools
Transport industry violence, inter-group fighting, and vigilantism contribute to the incidents of
Murder
Most rape suspects are known by the victim as being either ex-boyfriends, neighbours, relatives or
friends and therefore difficult to prevent
Victims traversing poorly lit and overgrown areas to/from transport routes, schools, employment and
communal facilities like rivers and toilets are vulnerable
Backlog of cases on the court roll; capacity of prosecutors / investigators
Lack of parental care and control over young children and teenagers
Limited number of recreational facilities
Limited number of affordable safe child care facilities
False cases are reported after consensual sex, and as revenge when lovers quarrel
Availability of market for stolen goods
Low cost houses and houses in informal settlements are easily penetrable
Routine or stereotyped behaviour by business owners
Schools, shebeens, crèches, bottle stores and churches targeted due to inadequate security
measures
Killings and attacks on police personnel
Groupings of homeless foreign nationals involved in crime
Failure to brand stock and stolen stock being taken across National borders (Lesotho/Swaziland),
insufficient livestock pounds, stock left unattended
Cases being reported long after the stock is discovered missing (up to 2 years)
Drug abuse – property stolen and sold to purchase drugs
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From Crime Prevention to Safe Communities
Barbara Holtmann
CSIR Meraka Institute
January 2010
Crime and unsafety are experienced at local level and it is in this experience that learning about both the
causes and the systemic dysfunctions that perpetuate and even increase levels of criminality, are to be
found. It is here too that solutions should be explored and implemented and that this learning should
then be used as the basis for a regional, provincial, national or federal strategy. Central to this approach
is a paradigm reversal regarding the conventional way in which a pyramid is typically used to represent
government, where almost inevitably world wide, national government is presented as being at the pinnacle
and local government – and thus the people – at the bottom. We need a community focused representation
of government, with national government at the bottom of the upside-down pyramid, charged with the
difficult task of maintaining the balance of the pyramid.
Figure 1: The upward flow model of multiple tiers of government
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The role of national government in this model is interpreted as providing political leadership and guidance,
translated and enacted through policy and a statutory and legislative framework, and enabled through
the treasury function. It requires the maximum focused effort of national government for these functions
to flow upwards in a supportive enabling stream, through provincial government to local government and
communities. Provincial government is a virtual environment that can only achieve its objectives at local
level. Its objectives are set in terms of the policy guidelines and legislative framework of national government
and can be achieved through four key mechanisms:
1.3.1
1.3.2
1.3.3
1.3.4

The identification, implementation, testing and roll out of good practices
Provision of resources for implementation
Capacity support, capacity building, expertise and guidance
Networking of what works and what does not work in local communities.

This last is possibly the most important function of all – to ensure that each local environment needs not go
through all the learning from the beginning, nor travel down every cul de sac before learning that a particular
path leads nowhere.
If all tiers of government achieve their roles in contributing to safety, then communities will be on “an
even keel”, a balance will be achieved. Feedback from the people to national government in the form of
democratic elections will assist in providing political stability, while the learning that is achieved at local
level will also feed back vital learning into national policies and treasury allocations. The needs of local
communities will be better served as a result of this feedback flow; policies, budgets and resources will
respond to what must be done at local level and will be more effectively and appropriately managed.
Local governments thus empowered could deliver goods and services to communities, and engage in
partnerships with communities to uplift and sustain safety intervention and programmes. Almost every
local government or municipality with which we have engaged in the course of our work has in its vision
and mission a variation of “a safe and secure town/village/community/environment/city”. Yet for many the
enactment of that vision is fraught with challenges and obstacles.
This model provides a rationale for addressing safety as a local issue before it is addressed as a national
issue; national strategies emerge appropriately from local experience.
Crime reduction; security and safety
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Crime reduction policy involves a basic tension between two perspectives: the crime prevention approach
and the law enforcement approach. The crime prevention approach is based on the notion that crime is
caused by social, economic and environmental conditions and that it is by rectifying these problems can
crime be addressed (Du Plessis & Louw 2005, Waller et al 1997). The law enforcement approach, on the
other hand is based on the idea that the best way to reduce crime is by arresting and convicting criminals,
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thus combating crime (McKenzie 1997, Sherman et al 1996, Rauch 2005).
The difference between security and safety lies perhaps in that security, on the one hand focuses on known
risks and the protecting ourselves from these known risks. Safety, on the other hand, focuses on the
elimination of risks and is premised on the notion that striking a balance between criminal justice spend
and crime prevention investment will provide an opportunity to change levels of unsafety, if properly framed
(Waller, 2006, Badenhorst 2009).
The focus of the crime prevention moves us inevitably from prevention of crime and violence to concentrating
on enhancing safety in communities. There is also of course a realization that crime prevention is not only
the responsibility of the police and the criminal justice system but includes whole government and indeed
whole society role players (Waller et al, 1997, ICPC 2006).
From National Strategy to Local Interventions (theory to practice, community participation, local safety
plans, local safety visions, situational CP, local indicators)
But how do we practically define local crime prevention or safety strategies?
In studies conducted in various communities in South Africa over almost a decade, we engaged a methodology
of gathering data through requiring participants at workshops to draw pictures of “what it looks like when
it’s fixed”. This exercise was used to achieve a better balance in terms of inputs; typically at consultative
workshops there were those who did not speak or contribute during discussions, whereas there were those
who spoke a great deal. Sometimes this was because we have eleven official languages and as many as
five or six can be represented in one room at any time. Perhaps because of the massive gap between
those who are educated and those who are not, it was often teachers, police members or prosecutors who
spoke and often unemployed or low-skilled community members who did not. In asking participants to draw,
working in groups of four or five, a broader range of inputs were elicited (CSIR 2006).
A useful pattern emerged; participants were encouraged to draw a vision with no boundaries and no
constraints, yet each time, regardless of the group and circumstances of their environment, the results
were so similar as to be almost generic. Interestingly, the images reflected not a vision of utopia, but a
poignant, needs based and quite sensible place in which people could live, move, learn and work together
without fear. For the most part, the vision drawings were predictable in nature; children played happily in
ordered streets, houses had their own garden spaces, open and unbarred windows, neighbours talking
and walking together, family picnics in the park, safe well lit transport hubs, schools with children learning
peacefully in classrooms, children playing sport in the school grounds, vegetable gardens, shops, factories
and bed and breakfasts… yet there were some elements that jarred and demanded further enquiry.
It appeared that even in the warm, peaceful and often jovial state that settled on the participants during
the exercise, they could not imagine life without the negative impact of alcohol abuse and dependence.
They drew drinking taverns with rows of taxis to take drunken people home, a clinic to take care of drunken
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people who were stabbed in fights, police to intervene in fights and crèches to protect small children while
their mothers got drunk. Police regularly confirmed this picture, saying that over 90% of violent crimes were
directly related to alcohol abuse (CSIR 2006). When asked at one such workshop, “what happens to the
picture if you take the taverns out of it?” everyone laughed. They could not imagine such a circumstance.
However, once the discussion began in earnest, they were excited and creative in seeing the possibilities
for a different way of life.
Communities understood the connections between substance abuse and unsafety, the impact of inadequate
transport infrastructure, poor access to health, few leisure choices, poorly supervised and under-challenged
youth, to unsafety CSIR 2009).
Over the years we learned:
that what people wanted was a peaceful life with opportunity to contribute and to perform as a part
of a productive family group within a community;
that although people did not necessarily think in terms of a holistic approach to safety, they had
made the connections between health, education, identity, busyness and access to services as
being a part of what would improve local safety. When asked to draw a safe place, they did not draw
a place that was secured by public or private security forces, rather a place where there was a low
need for security services.
Communities defined the role of the police in a way that aligned with their mandate and responsibilities;
to provide trustworthy, transparent services, to be accountable and enable effective and equitable
criminal justice.
In assessing the role of the police, we realized we could not under-estimate the importance of
community; the quality of policing is directly impacted by the quality of community engagement. Effort
spent in developing and formalizing partnership with community should be seen as an investment in
better policing; without it the task of crime prevention becomes more and more impossible.

A Safe Community of Opportunity
Thus it was that we began to talk about a Safe Community of Opportunity, in which communities could find
and design their own destiny, work with government to build the protective layers that will ultimately lead to
resilience and a balance between criminal justice and prevention.
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Although there are widely various public authorities that contribute to safety, police are still perceived to
be primarily responsible for prevention policies. Police services are generally seen as the natural crime
prevention actors but their prevention role is rarely clearly defined and contained within a policing mandate,
often spilling over into social services, education and even health or sports. Over the past decade there has
been a growing debate about this creeping role (Van der Spuy & Ronsch 2008). There is recognition that
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police can and appropriately should only play a more limited role according to their central responsibility for
law enforcement, itself a key element in prevention.
It is however often in the definition of roles for other sectors that the complications arise, with burdensome
demands for coordination functions. Government departments must act according to their mandates and
must perform against strategic objective that relate to their core functions. We have learned that it is not
realistic to expect all sectors to focus on safety; health will always focus on health, education on education.
As the safety sector it is our role to apply a safety lens to the work of others and make the connections
between each sector and safety clear and measurable within rather than additional to the functions of that
sector.
In this way, we can support the need of the social sector to intervene for teenage pregnant girls so that they
become better mothers, because we know that this will contribute to the safety of the child and reduce the
risks of immediate victimisation as well as later problematic behaviour. We can support the health sector
to provide adequate nutrition for children because we know that without it children cannot concentrate and
their risks are increased. We can support the education sector to provide a full day of activities for children
because we know how important it is for them to be constructively engaged and the extent to which a
school that is the centre of community contributes to local safety. We know that for children to learn to love
to do things and do them well is essential to building resilience against later offending behaviour. We can
support local government in providing access to water, sanitation and creating and managing inviting public
spaces because we know the contribution that each of these makes to reducing the risks and increasing
the likelihood of a safe community.
The outcome of this work is a model that we have called a “safe community of opportunity”; the model
comprises a positive cycle, in which the objectives of a safe community are identified as forty eight (48)
elements that must be in place to achieve and sustain safety. These elements are drawn from images
gathered in response to the question “what does it look like when it’s fixed?” to responses during interviews,
to analysis of strategic objectives of 22 government sectors and to extensive literature reviews by a number
of experts.
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Figure 2: A Safe Community of Opportunity
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The forty eight (48) elements in this model do not represent an action plan, rather a reflection of what must
be in place for a community to be safe and for members of that community to access opportunities that will
result in growth, peace and dignity and poverty alleviation. For each element, the relevant departments and
other role players (such as those in civil society) and their mandates are identified. In the central field of the
model is the infrastructure and service provision that underpins it all – without which none of the elements
can be achieved. If we replace the central “safe community of opportunity” circle with the different role
players, one after the other, the model offers the opportunity to plot the relationship with each against each
of the forty eight elements and to identify those for which each has a mandate and contribution to make
(Holtmann 2009).
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Safe children & functional families; the essential core of safe communities
We will hear over and over at this conference and other around the world that a very large number of the
world’s child population is exposed to victimisation that is compounded by various risk factors and adverse
conditions that will make them vulnerable to engage in criminal behaviour and become criminals. Society
tends to ignore the needs of children while they are vulnerable victims, but once they tip over into offending
behaviour, they are quickly identified as a problem and society demands that the police act against them
(Holtmann 2008). Once children have offended they are often stripped of their status as children and the
right to be treated as children. Even their own communities demand that they be treated (punished) like
adults; the courts often treat them as miniature adults (Badenhorst 2009). The risks that define their lives
make it likely that they will become parents at an age and stage in their lives when they are inadequately
prepared to break this cycle, and so it goes on.
Karr-Morse and Wiley (1997: 219) tell us:
“Our children are the barometers of our nation’s strength, their caregivers charged with a role of fundamental
significance. Here in the arms of those first rocking our future lies the potential to protect against the
rending of society by unsocialized aggression. In order that our babies grow into voting adults who care
about such issues and who have the capacities for complex problem solving, the basic ability to connect
with other people, to empathise, to regulate strong emotions, and to perform higher cognitive functions
must be the intended lessons of the hands that rock the cradles”.
Families need to be cradles of nurture (Karr-Morse & Wiley, 1997, CSIR 2009). Communities must be
built on the foundation of caring, functional families. To achieve such communities, we need governments
to focus on providing practical supportive leadership in developing protective layers of social fabric and
opportunity for all (Griggs 2003, ICPC 2009, Husain, 2007). The challenges of the future include new
aspects such as the impact of climate change on poor communities and the harsh reality of exclusion
for many communities from the opportunities implicit in the age of technology and globalisation. Before
we even contemplate these vast issues, we need to pause and acknowledge that despite our best
efforts, we have not yet achieved the basic precondition for safety, the family as a cradle of nurture
(Miller & Benson 2001).
(Full list of references available upon request).
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Street Committees Presentation by Vukukhanye Project,
Chesterville

STREET COMMITTEE PROJECT
CHESTERVILLE

AIM
The primary aim of Street Committees is to help create a peaceful and productive environment by encouraging
community members to take a greater interest in, and responsibility for, their community.

BACKGROUND
Decision to act (not criticize)
Local Pilot Area Chosen
Holistic Strategy based on “ A Manual for Community Based Crime Prevention” (NCPC, ISS, CSIR;
2000)
Replicable model
28
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MAIN FUNCTIONS OF STREET COMMITTEES
1.

Reduce crime through:
Promoting community participation & vigilance
Early identification, reporting & prevention of crimes
The provision of valuable information
Collective identification of suspects
Cooperation with police services & CPFs

2.

Other social interventions, such as:
Prevention & resolution of domestic violence
Social welfare issues e.g. orphans, disabled, elderly...
Liaison with local business people
Protection & empowerment of women & children
Education & Sport
Environment & Service Delivery

Highlights of Progress to Date (July 2008 – August 2009)
Consultation & Planning, Legislative Review, Guiding Principles & Training Materials.
Training of Facilitators (+ hot spot patrols), Pavilion Partnership (Business Sector), peak periods (Safety
Liaison Officers), petty offenders strategy.
Community Meeting (Chesterville), Further Training & Stakeholder Meeting,
Roll-out (26 committees formed), Street Committee Meetings per street/area, election of members at
street level, database of members, Induction Training Weekend (DVD created).
Induction Training Weekend – Topics (8-9 Aug 2009)
The approach to Community Safety
Structure, Roles & Responsibilities, Reporting
Child abuse, rape & domestic violence
Rape, forensics, Community Policing, Case Management
Domestic Violence, Drugs/Substance abuse, Human Trafficking
Orphans & vulnerable children, HIV & AIDS, The disabled
A resource DVD of the entire 2 day induction was created.
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Current / Next Steps
Further integration with SAPS & CPFS
Implementation of Incident Report Forms & Monthly Reports
Roll-out to remainder of Chesterville
Community Court & Satellite Police Station (medium-long term)
Develop a model for implementation in other communities
Strengths
Community Participation
Apolitical
Strong, recognised civic leadership
Support & advocacy for community
Growing cooperation with SAPS, CPFs & government department
Support from business
Challenges
Local politics
Financial constraints (Costs to sustain effective training, venue hire, printing & administration etc.)
Communication
Maintain Sustainability and continuity
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The Volunteer Social Crime Prevention (VSCPP) Call Centre –
Gracan Communications
Project Background
The Department of Community Safety and Liaison (DCSL) has deployed 1850 volunteers to create
community activism against crime, whilst alleviating poverty and developing skills to unemployed
youth. This has resulted in crime prevention, a reduction in the fear of crime and the promotion of
KwaZulu-Natal as a safe province for communities, tourists and businesses.
Implementation of the Volunteer communication and tracking management call centre
Implemented by Gracan Communications in association with SAAB South Africa.
The intention of this project is to establish technology to empower the Volunteers to be successful
The call centre will assist, support and manage volunteers and field supervisors.
Training of field supervisors to train volunteers on communication devices.
Integration of Call Centre with field agents through remote access.
Live monitoring of volunteers
Connecting and Managing liaison with SAPS, and all other law enforcement agencies as well as
emergency services.
Manage scheduled campaigns.
Reports to the department.
Scalability and Flexibility of the system
Crime line 08600 number for general public to report anonymously
Automated attendance register for volunteers
Current infrastructure can be used for 2010 FIFA World Cup events
Conclusion
Social crime prevention involves a lot of communication therefore this system will be used as:
A communication tool to improve working conditions for volunteers;
A central command to monitor volunteers in the field;
A tool to provide detailed reports which will be used to assess the impact of the project and to effect
countermeasures.
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BREAKAWAY GROUP REPORTS
Breakaway 1 - Sector: Families and Communities
Facilitator: Mr Themba Blose – COMBOCO
[Scribes: Mrs Noma Masondo; Mrs Khaladi Mbongwe]
(This sector included, among others, Traditional Leadership, CPFs, CBOs, FBOs, youth sector, women’s
sector, men’s sector, children’s sector, Councillors and other community representatives).
Topic: Communities Know Best - How can communities be part of Building a United Front Against
Crime?
Questions:
1.
2.
3.
Q1:

What are the foremost safety challenges being experienced by communities?
What role can communities play in building a united front against crime, including curbing community
conflict?
How could we build a relationship of trust with the Police thereby helping to prevent police killings
and attacks?
What are the foremost safety challenges being experienced by communities?

SAFETY CHALLENGES
Children: sexual abuse, lack of safe environment, recreational facilities, proper supervision, poor living
conditions, media influence, lack of vital resources, e.g. toilets, schools, hospital, water etc., lack of
accommodation, exposure to alcohol, abuse of financial assistance/grants, lack of support of poor children
by educational institutions.
Women: Abuse, poor infrastructure (especially in rural areas), resources, poor opportunities for women
(discrimination), respect, single-headed families (especially rural areas), insecurity.
Elderly: abuse in various forms by various members of the family and community, neglect, safety at pay
points, social grants.
Youth: unemployment, peer pressure, abuse of drugs and alcohol, absence of proper role models, school
drop-outs, poor family structures, teenage pregnancy-HIV/AIDS.
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Men: abuse, complex (inferiority), unemployment, abuse, lack of proper shelter, resources, child headed
households, user friendly/proper services for disabled (transport, roads, etc.).
Families: unemployment, moral decay, overpopulation, abuse, crime/safety, psychological instability.
Schools: safety and security, substance abuse, neglect of school, lack of discipline, commitment of
teachers, learners, and parents, political instability, poor leadership.
Clinics: lack of resources and infrastructure, far from communities, poor leadership, lack of medication
supplies.
FBOs: target for criminals, consistent engagement with government and other stakeholders.

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
Moral regeneration
Increase Community participation
Police visibility
Creation of Recreational facilities and activities
Focus in rural areas in terms of development
Even distribution of resources
Creation of Job opportunities
Control of substance and alcohol abuse
Control of issuing liquor licenses( shebeens, taverns)
Local government and other government departments needs to conduct inspection in loco of all the
areas for needs analysis
Consistent engagement of politicians
Availability of Leadership
Implementation of recommendation by relevant stakeholders
Q2:

What role can communities play in building a united front against crime, including curbing
community conflict?

STAKEHOLDERS
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Community structures, Youth, Academic institutions, Media, Traditional leadership, Faith based
organisations, Political parties, Ward councillors, Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs), Community
Based Organisations (CBOs), Street committees, School governing bodies (SGBs), Community Policing,
Forums (CPFs), Sector policing structures, Civil organisations, Trade unionists, Business sector, People
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living with Disabilities, Ex-offenders.

CHALLENGES
Lack of resources
Lack of mandate (accountability)
Duplication of services
Lack of feedback
Lack of trust among communities
Lack of shared vision
Community dynamics
Lack of leadership and lack of unity
Lack of community cohesion
Lack of commitment
Insecurity of members (street committees)
Lack of education in leadership skills
Dissemination of information
Community ownership of programmes
No collaboration of structures
Re-integration of ex-offenders into society

SOLUTIONS
Resources
Skills audit must be conducted
Fundraising programmes
Capacitation
Stop working in silos and tap into other resources
Common ideology must be adopted and remove individualisation
Mandate
Understand the existence of different structures
Move from consultative approach to participatory
Feedback
Discipline and trust must be instilled
Establish platforms for feedback on programmes conducted
35
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Trust
Use FBOs to spearhead the task of restoring trust and depoliticise all institutions
Share common experience and goals; develop solutions by forming community driven programmes
Security
Put the street committees and volunteers under the police
Q3:

How could we build a relationship of trust with the Police thereby helping to prevent police killings
and attacks?

CHALLENGES
The “Us & “Them” phenomenon between
the Community and the Police.

•

•

Secondary victimization when victims
report cases.
Experiences of communities not being
assisted by the police.
Disappearance of exhibits in the police
stations.
The “Shoot to kill” instruction. This can
be used wrongly by police with grudges
to get rid of those they dislike e.g. drug
lords.
Lack of feedback by police on cases
reported to them.
Low rate and/or lack of disciplinary
measures taken against police who
misbehave.
Lack of knowledge by communities of
the criminal justice system (Example:
Hearsay evidence leading to nonconviction).
Poor communication between police and
the community.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

SOLUTIONS
Educational drives including
awareness campaigns
Strengthening of Community Police
Forums to include cluster groups,
CBOs etc.
Ongoing training and/or capacity
building for police

Ongoing training and/or capacity
building for police
Rotation/reshuffling of police
personnel
Visibility of police, not only when they
are policing but also interacting and
discussing with community members
Volunteers (visible and covert) – direct
link to the police
Communication (Call centre)

RESPONSIBILITY

All stakeholders

SAPS
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CHALLENGES
Misuse of state resources e.g. police
uniforms and vehicle by criminals in
order to commit crimes (Collusion
with police) – Police ethical conduct:
Organised crime.

•

•

The police have been politicised e.g.
some are councillors.

•

SOLUTIONS
Screening of the new members to
be thorough to prevent infiltration
by criminals i.e. fingerprinting to be
properly done before they are sent for
training
Even distribution of police resources
There should be a programme of depolicing & also add infrastructure/
resources

RESPONSIBILITY

SAPS

Breakaway 2 - Sector: Formal Associations
Facilitator: Mr Jody Nair - Business Against Crime
[Scribes: Mr Eric Ramsamy; Mr Chris van Niekerk]
(This sector included, among others, labour, Business, NGOs, tertiary institutions, research institutions,
crime prevention organisations, legal fraternity, Chambers and Networks, military veterans, media, taxi
industry, security industry).
Topic: What role can Formal Associations play in building a united front against crime?
Questions:
1.
2.
3.

How do formal associations play a developmental and supportive role in community safety, including
financially resourcing initiatives?
How do we promote ethical behaviour, social responsibility, and support for crime prevention
initiatives, including curbing public violence?
What measures can be taken to prevent police killings and attacks?

ACTION ITEMS/ RESOLUTIONS
Focus on preventative measures,
involve every child in sport

Development Contractors must use local labour

DETAILS
Cultural Activities, Sport,
Life Skills to be in
neighbourhoods to cultivate
ubuntu

RESPONSIBILITY
DOSD and Education,
Communities

Business
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ACTION ITEMS/ RESOLUTIONS
DETAILS
Taxi industry must be represented in all CPFs and
sub-forums for the taxi industry must be formed
NGO’s do not possess skills to do presentations
to access support.
Asset mapping to gage who is doing what in the
precinct
NGOs also compete instead of working together
Cooperation Protocol
Required
All formal associations, not just BAC, to
participate in CPF, CSF and Street Committees
Taxi drivers and passengers to be orientated to
report all crimes witnessed
Business to workshop people in rural areas
business opportunities and methods
Street Committees – each community must know The lazy people must be
who the people are in every household.
kept busy and out of trouble
and kids are at school.
Veterans to be integrated in programmes dealing
with crime
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Educating communities about different types
of crimes is critical to ensure that communities
know what practices are criminal.
NGOs are specialists – now lets do what we do
best, but lets synergize to maximise impact and
effective utilisation of resources.
Government Departments are not aware of NGO
services or not embracing them.
The Taxi Industry own their space and we need
communities to own their streets / suburbs.
Government has Chapter 9 Entities and the
services are paid for, but the services are not
utilised and must be marketed.
Recapture trust of the community by addressing
corruption within communities and police
Creation of a community information network

RESPONSIBILITY
CPF & Taxi Association
NGOs & Business
SAPS
NGOs
NGOs, Business and
Others
Provincial Government
and Taxi Industry
Chambers and
Networks of Commerce
Provincial Government,
SAPS, All Others
Provincial Government,
NGOs, Business,
Others
Govt, SAPS, CPFs,
FBOs
NGOs & Govt

NGOs and Gov
All
Chapter 9 Institutions

SAPS
CPF, CSF, SAPS
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ACTION ITEMS/ RESOLUTIONS
Internal Procedures within, i.e. training,
development and reorientation through refresher
courses
CJS to meet out proportionate penalties for
crimes
Research on police killings to be done
Police need to have knowledge through
community profiling
Standing orders on carrying of weapons afterhours
Attitude of Police and Communities must change
for the better
Responsibility of all sectors to speak and act
against crime
Amnesty period is an opportunity to get rid of
illegal firearms and minimise police killings

DETAILS

RESPONSIBILITY
SAPS

JCPS
SAPS, BAC
SAPS, CPFs, CSFs,
FBOs
SAPS
All
All
All & Community

Specific Roles envisaged for NGOs
According to the Safe community of opportunity principles which emerged at the Provincial Symposium,
NGOs are well placed to contribute to the realisation of the following principles: old people safe, parents
empowered, protected disabled, nurtured children, peaceful home, crèches, Early Childhood Development
(ECD), happy play, victim support, grants properly managed, school centre of community, support for
teachers, social support in school, children busy, children fed, basic needs met, access to land, self
sustaining community, community cohesion, good role models for youth, second chance for young offenders,
diversion programmes, no guns, community mediation, reduced alcohol, many leisure choices, no illegal
shebeens, speedy and equitable, justice, rehabilitation & reintegration, community support, drug prevention
& support, safe sex, young people make good choices, job opportunities, HIV treatment and support, family
planning.
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Breakaway 3 - Action by Government
Facilitator: Mrs Bridgett Shabalala - Regional Head: KZN Department of Justice and
Constitutional Development
[Scribes: Mr Luvuyo Goniwe; Mr Sabelo Kunene]
(This sector will include, among others, SAPS, Mayors, Municipal Managers, Councillors, Safer Cities,
political party reps, all provincial and relevant national departments, Metro police, RTI and State Owned
Enterprises).
Topic: How can government ensure improved safety of citizens?
Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Q1:

How do we improve collaboration in the Criminal Justice System (CJS) and between state and civil
society partners?
How do we support community safety structures (CSFs, CPFs, Ward Safety Committees, Street
Committees) in Municipalities and communities?
How do we ensure that Municipalities have effective programmes to deal with crime. What support
do they need and how do we provide it?
What measures can be taken to prevent police killings and attacks?
How do we improve collaboration with the criminal justice system and between the State and civil
society?

Collaboration between Criminal Justice System (CJS) Departments
Local Case Flow Management Committees
Provincial Case Flow Monitoring Committee
Joint Operational and Intelligence Structure (JOINTS)
Provincial Integrated Justice Forum (PIJF)
Collaboration between the State and civil society
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Local government – Municipalities are the main role players
Incorporation of Safety Plans into Integrated Development Plans (IDPs)
Establishment of Community Safety Forums to coordinate crime prevention efforts at District and
local level
Develop a good communication strategy
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IDP Manager or senior Municipal official to chair Safety Steering Committee involving all community
formations in the area
Build partnerships between community structures and the police
Q2:

How do we support Community Safety Forums (CSFs) in Districts in a proactive and strategic
manner?
Rights education and induction of both community structures and government Departments on the
criminal justice system
Align different government departments’ performance measures
Increase funding for community structures
Align Department boundaries to Municipal boundaries
Give more jurisdiction to Traditional Leaders to deal with Liquor Act contraventions
Give recognition to Traditional Police and Izinduna
Implement proper M & E systems for government programmes

Q3:

How do we link and support Municipalities in responding to local crime and safety challenges?
Develop and provide clear guideline for the integration of Safety Plans into IDPs
Provincially, coordinate training, provide financial support and general guidance
National Departments should develop legislative and policy frameworks for municipalities
District Coordination is imperative to avoid politicization of projects
Extend Operation Hlasela to rural area
Promote trust between community structures and the police through games, e.g. Kwanologa
games
Religious groups to lead moral regeneration programmes

Q4:

What measures can we take to prevent police killings?
Community safety should be a standing item on the agenda of Municipal Safety Committees
Use community intelligence to detect and report crime activities
Report existence of syndicates operating in areas
Engage in intensive Anti Police-Killing Campaigns
Police to be involved in community structures and adopt them to build trust
Include education on this aspect in Life Orientation programmes
Informal training, e.g. TV programmes that promote the work of police, e.g. When Duty Calls
Intensify and support the Firearm Amnesty Campaign
Improve police intelligence and training of police
Proper planning by police – e.g. have backup plans when getting into dangerous areas, e.g. SANDF
accompaniment.
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PROVINCIAL SYMPOSIUM RESOLUTIONS
Noting that:
Crime Prevention is a shared responsibility
Crime poses particular challenges for our children, women, elderly, youth, persons with disabilities,
families, community institutions
We, the delegates of the Build A United Front Against Crime Symposium resolve that:
Communities must assume ownership of crime prevention and crime-fighting programmes
Communities must be consulted and provided with feedback on actions taken by the police
Families and Communities resolve:
To strengthen Community Police Forums by including cluster groups, CBOs, and others;
To improve communication between police and the community
To promote community education, including ongoing interaction and discussion with the police and
promoting a better understanding of the CJS
To support the police in rooting out corruption and malpractice
To promote moral regeneration
To increase community participation
To create recreational facilities and promote recreational activities
To create job opportunities
To identify local needs and devise response strategies
To encourage leadership
To control issuing of liquor licences
To control substance and alcohol abuse
To promote community social cohesion to integrate services
Formal Associations resolve that:
Development Contractors must use local labour
Every child must be involved in sport
The Taxi industry must be represented in all CPFs, and sub-forums for the taxi industry must be
formed
NGOs must be provided with skills to access support
Asset mapping must be conducted to gauge who is doing what in an area
NGOs must enhance cooperation
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All formal associations (not just BAC) must participate in CPF, CSFs, Ward Safety Committees and
Street Committees
Taxi drivers and passengers must be orientated to report all crimes witnessed
Business to workshop people in rural areas on business opportunities and methods
Street Committees must be prioritised – each community must protect their neighbourhood
Veterans to be integrated in programmes dealing with crime
The Taxi Industry must own their space and communities must own their streets and suburbs.
Services of Chapter 9 Entities must be marketed
A community information network must be formed
Government Representatives resolve to:
Establish Provincial and local case flow management committees
Support the JOINTS and Provincial Integrated Justice Forum
Local government must incorporate safety plans into IDPs
Community Safety Forums must be established and strengthened to coordinate crime prevention
Strong partnerships must be established between communities and the police
Align different government departments’ performance measures
Increase funding for community structures
Align department boundaries to Municipality boundaries
Give more jurisdiction to Traditional Leaders to deal with Liquor Act contraventions
Give recognition to Traditional Police and Izinduna
Traditional Leaders should be given the mandate and powers to conduct diversions in cases of
children in conflict with the law in so far as petty offences are concerned. This service is not available
in rural areas where there are no NGOs such as NICRO.
Implement proper M&E systems for government programmes
Provincially coordinate training, provide financial support and general guidance for Programmes
National Departments must develop legislative and policy frameworks for municipalities
Must extend Operation Hlasela to rural area
Religious groups must lead moral regeneration programmes
Engage in intensive Anti Police-Killing Campaigns
Start a campaign against rape, women and child abuse
Address human trafficking strategies
Address the plight of immigrants and their integration
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Specific Roles envisaged for Government Departments
At the outset of this Programme, some suggested roles for various government Departments were noted
and these were added to during the Provincial Symposium. Obviously, rather than adopting a prescriptive
approach, the approach being taken here is one of identifying which government Departments are in the
best position to deal with a particular issue and making recommendations based on this.
Justice and Constitutional Development
Speedy resolution of court cases;
Improved support and services for complainants and witnesses.
Safe community of opportunity principles1 which this Department is well placed to contribute
to the realisation of: peaceful home victim support, second chance for young offenders, no
guns, community mediation, speed and equitable justice, rehabilitation & reintegration.
SAPS
Identify and arrest criminals;
Ensure successful prosecution of criminals through adequate evidence-gathering;
Ensure a professional and effective police service including:
Eliminating criminal elements within the SAPS;
Ensuring that non-performing members are not allowed to tarnish the image of the
SAPS
Run priority programmes, including:
The Anti-Rape Strategy;
Addressing the trio crimes of murder, hijacking and armed robbery;
Stock theft prevention;
Taxi-related offences.
Identify and arrest criminals.
Safe community of opportunity principles which this Department is well placed to contribute
to the realisation of: peaceful home victim support, peaceful learning, good role models
for youth, second chance for young offenders, diversion programmes, no guns, community
mediation, reduced alcohol, no illegal shebeens, friendly police, trustworthy policing, visible
police, speedy & equitable justice, drug prevention and support.
National Prosecuting Authority
Speedy resolution of court cases;
Improved support and services for complainants and witnesses.
Safe community of opportunity principles which this Department is well placed to contribute to
the realisation of: peaceful home victim support, second chance for young offenders, diversion
These principles were suggested by Barbara Holmann, CSIR Meraka Institute, as being minimum requirements for safe communities
to be realized.
1
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programmes, no guns, community mediation, reduced alcohol, speedy and equitable justice,
no illegal shebeens, rehabilitation & reintegration, drug prevention and support.
Transport
Expand measures ensure compliance by transport operators with passenger safety
regulations;
Enhance programmes to deal with the structural causes of taxi violence;
Enhance road safety programmes, particularly the safety of school learners.
Safe community of opportunity principles which this Department is well placed to contribute to
the realisation of: children at school, safe transport, job opportunities.
Correctional Services
Ensure that correctional centres provide optimum conditions for the effective rehabilitation of
persons sentenced to correctional supervision and incarceration;
Enhance programmes in correctional centres for developing skills and social competencies.
Safe community of opportunity principles which this Department is well placed to contribute
to the realisation of: victim support, community cohesion, good role models for youth, second
chance for young offenders, diversion programmes, no guns, community mediation, speed
& equitable justice, rehabilitation & reintegration, community support, drug prevention and
support, young people make good choices, HIV treatment and support.
Municipalities/ Local Government
Implement crime prevention projects to ensure health, well-being and safety as espoused in
the Local Government: Municipal Systems Act, 2000;
Facilitate and support local bodies at ward and street level, such as street committees, in the
fight against crime;
Implement capacity-building programmes involving Amakhosi to reduce tension within
communities and to promote community cohesion;
Regulate and monitor taxi ranks and take responsibility for safety at taxi ranks;
Ensure ownership and proper maintenance of livestock pounds;
Councillors and Amakhosi working hand in hand to educate communities on their rights and
responsibilities as stock owners.
Safe community of opportunity principles which local government is well placed to contribute
to the realisation of: old people safe, protected disabled, shelter for all, immunisation, school
centre of community, safe & clean public toilets, community cohesion, no guns, community
mediation, reduced alcohol, many leisure choices, no illegal shebeens, safe transport,
friendly police, trustworthy policing, visible policing, community support, job opportunities,
HIV treatment and support.
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Social Development
Support families in fulfilling their responsibilities as basic units of social cohesion through
parenting-skills support;
Support the civic, non-profit sector in expanding valuable, high-impact programmes that
decrease crime;
Address plight of street dwellers, especially children;
Promote greater support for and implementation of the Victims Charter;
Promote greater involvement of men in positive social change;
Enhance substance abuse prevention programmes;
Protect child-headed households from criminality both as victims and perpetrators.
Safe community of opportunity principles which this Department is well placed to contribute to
the realisation of: old people safe, parents empowered, protected disabled, nurtured disabled,
peaceful home, shelter for all, crèches, Early Childhood Development (ECD), happy play, victim
support, accessible grants, grants properly managed, social support in school, children
fed, basic needs met, community cohesion, second chance for young offenders, diversion
programmes, no guns, community mediation, rehabilitation &reintegration, community support,
drug prevention and support, safe sex, young people make good choices, HIV support, family
planning.
Education
Empower youth to be catalysts for moral regeneration;
Implement school safety projects;
Promote respect for rights and adherence to responsibilities.
Safe community of opportunity principles which this Department is well placed to contribute to
the realisation of: parents empowered, nurtured children, crèches, Early Childhood Development
(ECD), happy play, immunisation, school centre of community, support for teachers, peaceful
learning, social support in school, children busy, children at school, safe & clean public toilets,
good role models for youth, reduced alcohol, many leisure choices, community support, drug
prevention and support, safe sex, young people make good choices, HIV treatment and
support, family planning.
Home Affairs
Look at safety of undocumented migrants;
Strengthen records and monitoring at Reception Centres;
Address conflicts arising from xenophobia.
Safe community of opportunity principles which this Department is well placed to contribute
to the realisation of: parents empowered, accessible grants, grants properly managed, speed
and equitable justice, community support, job opportunities.
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Agriculture and Environmental Affairs
Address stock theft issues
Assist emerging farmers and stock-owners with branding assistance;
Revive dipping and stock permit systems.
Safe community of opportunity principles which this Department is well placed to contribute
to the realisation of: old people safe, protected disabled, safe and clean public toilets, well
manage parks, safe transport, community support, job opportunities, economy supports
skilled youth and adults, access to land, self sustaining community, community cohesion.
Land Affairs
Avert conflict arising from land redistribution issues;
Address farm safety and rural safety issues.
Public Works
Safe community of opportunity principles which this Department is well placed to contribute to
the realisation of: no guns, job opportunities.
Labour
Safe community of opportunity principles which this Department is well placed to contribute
to the realisation of: rehabilitation and reintegration, community support, young people make
good choices, job opportunities, economy supports skilled youth & adults.
Department of Co-Operative Governance and Traditional Affairs
Safe community of opportunity principles which this Department is well placed to contribute
to the realisation of: peaceful home, access to land, self sustaining community, community
support.
Arts and Culture
Promote youth creativity and development which lead to positive lifestyles as alternatives to
criminality.
Safe community of opportunity principles which this Department is well placed to contribute to
the realisation of: protected disabled, Early Childhood Development (ECD), happy play, school
centre of community, children busy, many leisure choices, young people make good choices,
job opportunities.
Sport and Recreation
Promote youth sport and recreation which lead to healthy lifestyles as alternatives to
criminality.
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Economic Development and Tourism
Promote job creation and entrepreneurship especially among youth-at-risk.
Health
Increase programmes that prevent teenage pregnancies;
Improve support to crime victims at risk of contracting HIV/AIDS.
Safe community of opportunity principles which this Department is well placed to contribute to
the realisation of: old people safe, protected disabled, nurtured children, immunisation, victim
support, children fed, no guns, reduced alcohol, drug prevention and support, safe sex, hiv
treatment and support, family planning.
Housing
Safe community of opportunity principles which this Department is well placed to contribute
to the realisation of: shelter for all, accessible grants, grants properly managed, many leisure
choices.
Sports South Africa
Safe community of opportunity principles which this Department is well placed to contribute
to the realisation of: protected disabled, happy play, children busy, many leisure choices,
community support, drug prevention & support, young people make good choices.
Community Safety and Liaison
Detailed information on the Department of Community Safety and Liaison’s (DCSL) plans to offer an
integrated basket of services to supplement and support the programme follws later in this report
and will therefore not be repeated here.
DCSL Targeted and Focussed Approach
A concerted drive is underway to streamline and integrate DCSL programmes which will lead to targeted
and sustained interventions in identified problem areas. In practice, this will involve identifying problem
areas and moving in with relevant interventions involving all Directorates. The Department will implement
programmes and remain in the area for as long as necessary to monitor resolutions and ensure that
solutions are implemented.
The Department has for a number of years been playing a pivotal role in bringing about closer collaboration
and cooperation within the Province’s criminal justice machinery. The launch of the Justice Crime Prevention
and Security (JCPS) Cluster is one of the important outcomes of this work. It has also been an active partner
with other sector role-players in improving the quality of life for citizens of our Province. It is envisaged
that closer alignment and integrated deployment of its services will take its impact to a higher level. The
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following diagram illustrates the basket of services that the Department has at its disposal in terms of its
mandates which can be streamlined for focused deployment into Districts:

Victim
Empowerment

Social Crime
Prevention and
Research

Complaints
Management

Special Projects
(VSCPP)

Community
Policing

DCSL
Integrated
support to
Districts

Service Delivery
Evaluation

Legal Services,
Governance,
Corporate
Services

As specific problem areas are identified through various means – the District Symposia in the Building a
united front against crime programme being one of them – these services will be rolled out to address
challenges identified. The following proposed roll-out plan – by no means exhaustive – illustrates the
possible integrated interventions which can be implemented:
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DISTRICT ROLL-OUT PLAN
DISTRICT
MUNICIPALITIES

District Priority Focus Areas – in addition to
DCSL basket of Integrated Services
other crime priorities
(Stations with highest 2008/9 crime stats are mentioned)

uMkhanyakude

Stock theft: Jozini

Zululand

Stock theft: Paulpietersburg, Nongoma, Hlobane
Safety of farming communities:

Umzinyathi

Stock theft: Nquthu

uThukela

Sexual crimes: Ladysmith
Stock theft: Bergville, Dannhauser, Ezakheni, Estcourt,
Ntabamhlophe, Ekuvukeni, Ematsheni, Loskop

uThungulu

Stock theft: Kwa Mbonambi
Sexual crimes: Empangeni

Ilembe

Drugs: KwaDukuza

Ugu

Sexual crimes: Margate, Port Shepstone
Drugs: Umzinto, Kokstad, Margate

Amajuba

Sexual crimes: Osizweni
Stock theft: Utrecht

Sisonke

Stock theft: Bulwer, Intsikeni, Himeville

Umgungundlovu

Stock theft: Impendle, Taylor’s Halt, Plessisslaer
Sexual crimes (ukuthwala kwezingane ziyoganiswa):
Plessislaer
Drugs: Mountain Rise, Plessisslaer, Pietermaritzburg

eThekwini METRO

Community conflict: Kennedy Road, Amaoti
Murder: Kwa Mashu, Umlazi, Inanda.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sexual crimes: Dbn Central, Kwa Mashu, Inanda, Umlazi,
Phoenix, Chatsworth
•
•
Drugs: Durban Central, Point, Chatsworth, Phoenix,

Implement stock theft strategy and
strengthen Provincial stock theft forum
Process SAPS service delivery complaints
and discuss critical complaints with SAPS
management
Conduct District symposia to encourage
communities to participate in policing and
crime prevention matters
Address farming community challenges
Communities in Dialogue interventions
(CIDP)
Community Safety Forum (CSF) support
Community Police Forum (CPF) support
and capacitation
mediate community conflicts
youth capacity building
school safety
drug awareness
Traditional Leadership capacity building
support IDP safety plan development
host Provincial Forums
Crime prevention research
victim support networks and programmes
Victim Friendly Facilities
awareness of protective rights
deployment of volunteers
VSCPP control centre
Monitor the SAPS service delivery and
make interventions
monitor visible policing of major events
JCPS Cluster sessions in Districts.

Wentworth, Umlazi, Sydenham. Inanda, Cato Manor,
Amanzimtoti, Isipingo, Tongaat
Burglary: Pinetown
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Provincial Implementation Strategy
Purpose of Community Safety Forums (CSFs)
The CSFs will serve as an engagement mechanism between communities and the criminal justice system
and all other relevant role players. It will also serve to promote local government responses to safety and
security issues. It will be the central hub of facilitating and monitoring criminal justice service delivery to
the community and the implementation of crime prevention programmes, with a priority on programmes
targeting the youth.
The establishment of Community Safety Forums addresses the State of the Nation address imperative of
working together to strengthen all institutions, integrate the CJS, develop a shared value system based on
the spirit of sustainable community building.

District Symposia and CSF Launches
Following a similar format to the Provincial Symposium, the District Symposia (scheduled for February
2010) will culminate in the launch of Community Safety Forums in all Districts. Specific issues of concern
within particular Districts will be incorporated and dealt with at District Symposia as priority focus areas.
The symposia will be rolled out to rural areas first. It will link up with the MEC’s programme of SAPS Cluster
visits.

Participants
Themes

DISTRICT SYMPOSIA
Similar to Provincial Symposium delegates – relevant
persons at District level.
Similar to Provincial Symposium – add specific issues
relevant to each District.

Outputs of District Symposia
•
District Safety Plans
•
Launch of Community Safety Forums - Mayors to Champion and support
•
Championing the establishment of street committees
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Schedule of District Symposia:
DISTRICT
MUNICIPALITIES

1

HOSTING OF DISTRICT SYMPOSIUM
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

uMkhanyakude
X
Zululand
X
Umzinyathi

X

uThukela
uThungulu
Ilembe
Ugu

X
X
X
X

Amajuba
X
Sisonke

X

Umgungundlovu
X
eThekwini METRO

DISTRICT PRIORITY
FOCUS AREAS

Hijacking, robbery, murder,
drugs, rape, domestic
violence
Stock theft
Safety of farming
communities, Domestic
violence, rape, drugs
Stock theft, domestic
violence, rape
Stock theft, domestic
violence, rape
Stock theft, domestic
violence, rape
Stock theft, domestic
violence, rape
Stock theft, domestic
violence, rape
Rape, domestic violence,
stock theft (especially at
Impendle)
Stock theft, domestic
violence, rape
Stock theft , domestic
violence, rape, ukuthwala
kwezingane ziyoganiswa
Stock theft, domestic
X
violence, rape

The Centrality of Street Committees
A key output of the District Symposia would be the establishment of Street Committees. It is envisaged
that, given the critical role for street committees in the promotion of safety at local level, Community Police
Forums (CPFs) would play a central role in setting up and ensuring sustainability of street committees.
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CPFs in turn would be supported by the Department of Community Safety and Liaison through its Community
Liaison Officers (CLOs) and Volunteer Social Crime Prevention (VSCPP) District Field Officers. Heads of
Health and Safety within Municipalities would also work closely with CPFs in establishing and maintaining
Street Committees.
Street Committees would devise and implement specific programmes of action targeting local crime
problems and ensure that information is passed on the CSF within the District for joint responses.
A diagrammatic representation of this envisaged arrangement follows below:
COMMUNITY
SAFETY FORUM
(CSF)

CPF

STREET
COMMITTEES
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CONCLUSION
This is a call for greater innovation and commitment in our partnerships and joint initiatives. For such
an approach to succeed, it is needless to say that it is imperative that all sectors of society take joint
responsibility for addressing crime. Our response to crime can only succeed if we are able to harness every
possible resource to address the challenges which face us.
Most importantly, individuals, families and communities can and must play a greater role in building the
type of society we want to live in and bequeath to the next generation.
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